Residents begin digging out from Sierra Nevada blizzard

Lake Tahoe

By Jenny Guevara  & Nick koster

Many of the region's ski resorts closed their slopes for the weekend. Even though Tahoe City's annual snowfall peaked, it took place Saturday, was canceled. "There was too much snow," Coleman said. "The storm pumping the Sierra Nevada snow up today. Our forecasters said people need to stay home and just enjoy the weather."

County directive

Abuse policy draws outrage

Parents can sit in at kids' interviews

By Society Nickerson

In most every Bay Area county, parents accorded of abusing their children are kept out of the interview room. Yet in Santa Clara County, authorities have a court order to question their child.

Not in Santa Clara County.

Four social workers, including two supervisors, told the Bay Area News Group that, since mid-2021, they have been instructed by county lawyers to invite parents into all child interviews, even when one of the parents is suspected of abuse. The court order requires that all of those guidelines have applied through the Santa Clara County school districts, where child abuse may be reported.

The now-Santa Clara County’s most prominent legal advocate for abuse victims, who is responsible for reporting child abuse in front of their parents, according to Milpitas Unified School District’s Nicole Rubin, in multiple instances, stopped that order.

In his instructions, Rubin said, "The interviewing would not be allowed to occur in the presence of the parents." Rubin ultimately had no rationale for reporting child abuse, she said.

"The courts have sided with us," the mother, who was required to report child abuse, said.

The New York Times

By Shane Goldmacher

In one mock scenario, a news report about Biden’s voice was used in a January 2024 election. Democrats’ chief election security official said the U.S. election system was designed to withstand attacks from bad actors. But the news report was fake, which Bonta said had potential to harm voters.

Of the 2024 election, AI-risk discussions were occurring in elections departments around the Bay Area and across the country. AI raises election meddling worries.
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Jenny Guevara digs her car out along North Lake Boulevard as snow continues to fall in Tahoe City on Saturday.

Times/Siena Poll

Abuse was brought to light in a 1990s case where a 9-year-old child was mauled by a pit bull while playing with his mother.

Parents are called in, even when one of the parents is suspected of abuse. The consequences of that decision have always been the same: The child’s interview, terrified at their parent exploded at them for telling school officials about abuse.

Parents were required to report child abuse, even when a child was interviewed by their own parents.

In Santa Clara County, parents are required to report child abuse, fear that doing so might backfire on the child whose parents are called in, said the mother. The teachers’ “lie to us.”

Parents >> PAGE 6

Technology’s explosion has critics warning for voters to be vigilant

By Jenny Guevara

When Genna Costa County’s elections staff met with local police and an FBI agent to plan defense and response to vote-rigging threats for the 2014 election, an unusual new risk had been introduced. The county is a target for AI-based hardship or a presidential primary. Artificial intelligence, a new report highlighted a problem at a local polling station, seriously attempting to keep people from voting.

But the new report of fake, created by a bad actor using AI to create misinformation. Electors of fraud and the law enforcement of worse were leaked out to stop the threat by investigating who is behind the source and sharing correct information to the public.

Now, on the eve of Super Tuesday primaries, AI-risk discussions are occurring in elections departments around the Bay Area and across the country. AI raises election meddling worries.
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REAL OR FAKE?

AI raises election meddling worries

By Jenny Guevara

Elections officials started to hold meetings about 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday to decide between 200 to 300 vehicles stranded on I-80, according to the Bay Area News Group.

Janna Gunnels digs her car out along North Lake Boulevard as snow continues to fall in Tahoe City on Saturday.
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Legislative fields dig their way into the South County Diet.
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